
1 Brush your hair to remove any tangles.

5 Repeat until you reach the ends of your hair.

2Divide your hair into three even sections at your hairline.

A Visual Guide to Help:
The white strand represents the new hair you are adding in.

French Braid
HOW TO:

3 Make your first "stitch."
Take the left section, cross it over the middle one and combine it with the

right section. Take the left section, cross it over the middle one and

combine it with the right section.

4Add more hair as you go.
Reapeat crossing over the sections, gradually adding more

hair to each side after you cross them.

Once you reach the nape pf your neck, continue to the

ends with a regular three strand braid.

FINISHED PRODUCT!



1
Take some hair at the top and
separate it into 3 equal sections: left,
middle, and right.

2Take the left section and cross it under the middle one. 

Dutch Braid

HOW TO:

5 As always, cross them both under the middle. 

3 Now take the right section, and cross it under the middle.

4
As you continue, start adding more hair into your braid.

Take a small section of the hair that's already down on
the left side, and combine it with the current left section.

7
Cross that combined section under the middle section...and that's
the full technique! Continue braiding all the way down until the
nape of your neck, adding more hair in from each side.

6Now do the same thing on the right side: take some
hair and combine it with the right section. 

8
When you get to the nape of your neck, check in the mirror to

make sure that it looks correct, then take all the hair to the side
and finish it off with a regular three-strand braid.


